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SECTION B – MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

B-33 LINDA EVANS AND OPEYEMI ODERINDE- CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-1904 AND 2022-1897

Linda Evans and Opeyemi Oderinde appeal the determinations of the Division of Agency Services which found that they did not meet the experience requirements for the open competitive examination for Senior Purchasing Agent (M0544C), Newark School District.

ACTION:

B-34 KATHERINE FULLERTON- CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-1815

Katherine Fullerton appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the minimum experience requirements for the open competitive examination for Supervising Planner (C0625C), Hunterdon County.

ACTION:

B-35 KEVIN HOLLY AND LUIS RAMOS - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-1895 AND 2022-1930

Kevin Holly and Luis Ramos appeal the decision of the Division of Agency Services that they do not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for the dual title Truck Driver Heavy/Road Repairer 1 (PM4433C), Woodbridge. A dual title is a title that combines two separate titles into one classification; applicants need to meet the minimum requirements of both titles in order to be declared eligible.

ACTION:

B-36 COUNTY CORRECTIONAL POLICE OFFICER, MERCER AND SALEN COUNTIES - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-2081 AND 2022-2082

Mercer and Salem Counties requests permission to make temporary appointments of entry-level County Correctional Police Officers.

ACTION:
B-37 ADVOCATE TRAINEE, WITNESS PROGRAM AND ADVOCATE TRAINEE, WITNESS PROGRAM (BILINGUAL IN SPANISH AND ENGLISH) - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-2229

The Division of Agency Services requests the creation of the local government noncompetitive titles of Advocate Trainee, Witness Program and Advocate Trainee, Witness Program (Bilingual in Spanish and English).

ACTION:

B-38 MARIO FUCCI - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-1336

Mario Fucci, a Sheriff’s Officer Sergeant with Salem County, represented by Ben Weathers, Esq., petitions the Civil Service Commission for relief of his demotion.

ACTION: